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Story Telling
By Mathew Wilcoxen

Everyone has a story to tell and runners have some
of the best. You can’t spend as much time together as we
do and not have some really great stories to tell. Stories of
achievements, stories of failures, funny stories; runners have
seen and done it all. So this is a call for your stories! Let’s
hear it! Send us your favorite running related story and we’ll
publish them here each month. I feel it’s best to embarrass
someone with your story so I’ll start us off with one of my
favorites. I’ll withhold Bill’s name so as not to embarrass
him too much.
A few years ago a few of us were getting together on
Wednesday nights to do speed work or hill work or some
other kind of torturous running. We did this under the guise
of trying to improve our marathon time but we all knew
we were really just trying to ignore the fact that we were
getting older and wanted to prove that we could do those
things we’d done in our youth. Oh wait, maybe that was
just me. Anyway, this particular Wednesday we decided
to run hill repeats. Living in Oklahoma doesn’t give one
many opportunities for running hills. I don’t know if you
noticed but Oklahoma is pretty flat and finding a good hill
to run is challenging. Being old pros at the OKC Memorial
marathon course, however, we knew of that wonderful (not)
hill coming out of Edgemere park on 35th street - a perfect
place to get some hill work done due to the light traffic and
wide street. It is, however, a residential section with houses
on both sides of the road. Trash pickup is on Wednesday in
this area by the way.
So we show up to run hill repeats all full of energy and
ready to go. Now I’ve always been one to preach about
the wonders of getting lost in your head while running.
That magic state where you are moving but your mind is
wandering off on some other topic and before you know it
you are done and you don’t remember anything about the
run. These are glorious moments indeed but sometimes
achieving this state can have consequences. On the very first

run up the hill, our hero, who will remain nameless because
Bill is a good friend and I certainly wouldn’t embarrass him,
was really pushing the pace as we pumped our arms and
pushed our legs up the hill. Running side-by-side because,
well, let’s face it, we were racing and our pride was on the
line, we were hugging the curb of the road in case a stray
car might come barreling down the hill at us. Our hero was
closest to the curb and had his head down trying desperately
to keep up with my blazing, Olympic caliber, mind-boggling
pace (that’s how I remember it anyway), when WHAM! I
look to my left and see Bill, I mean our hero, with arms
and legs wrapped around a big blue trash container. He had
both arms and both legs around this trash can like Wiley-ECoyote when he ran into a telephone pole chasing the Road
Runner. I watched in slow motion as our hero executed a
near perfect open field tackle of this container and expertly
took it to the ground. Thank goodness the can was empty
or it may have put up more of a fight and done some real
damage to our hero. Time may have blurred a memory or
two in my head but the sight of Bill running head first into
some poor unsuspecting trash can will never fade.
Bill may never forgive me for sharing this story but
what’s the value of a great story like this if you can’t share it
with others? I love all the memories I have from my running
adventures but the ones that involve friends are my most
cherished because it’s those stories that will forever hold us
together even when we’re not.
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President’s Letter
By Bill Goodier, President

Where has summer gone? We will have had our first 2016
fall marathon training run by the time you read this edition of The
Landrunner. I’m sure you know by now we are going cup less!
How many of you remembered your hydrapouch or water bottle?
I’m sure some runners (and hopefully I wasn’t one of them) had to
share a friend’s bottle or be creative getting a drink without putting
their mouth on the spout! Those are the runner’s with Gatorade all
down the front of them! You can purchase your hydrapouch for the
low price of $5. I guess it’s time for me to start keeping an extra
Lincoln in my vehicle for those days I forget mine.
The training committee has discussed going cup less for a
couple of years. We use thousands of cups each training season.
This becomes expensive both financially and environmentally. It’s
also very messy for the volunteer responsible for throwing them
away! You will also find that races across the nation have decided
to help reduce costs and waste by going cup free. We hope this will
help us keep our roads, trails, and parks beautiful!
It’s time to take another bus trip! Register now for the fall bus
trip to the Spirit of Survival on October 2nd. It’s only $20 to ride the
bus and SOS is offering bus riders a special registration discount
–$55 for the Half, $30 for the Quarter Marathon, and $20 for the
5K. You must register for the bus trip to receive the discount code.
The discount is good until September 6, so register early! Once you

register for the bus, we will email you the registration code. Visit
our website to purchase your bus ticket and receive the registration
code!
The Oklahoma City metro has a great running community. You
can always find a group to run with every night of the week. Need
a long run on the weekend? No problem. Thank you tothose who
have continued to host weekend long runs during the Landrunner’s
off season. The past few months there has been a big turnout every
weekend! Each week volunteers have set out water stops, plotted
courses, and ensured we all had a good time! The best part is the
camaraderie and socializing after the run – Starbucks, Pop’s, Dr.
Tom’s, Big Truck Taco to name a few.
Remember, The Oklahoma City Running Club is a volunteer
organization. All the events, training runs, meetings, community
involvement and other activities would not be possible without our
volunteers. I encourage you to visit our website to see how you
can help or email admin@okcrunning.org. I am so thankful for all
our volunteers!
We will have guest speakers from Higher Ground Running for
our August club meeting so mark it on your calendar now – August
15, 6:30pm at Kimray Conference Center – 8 NW 42nd St.
Cheers!
Lil’ Bill

RUNNING FOR ROBERT

ROBERT
BRADY
MEMORIAL

Join us for our sixth annual 5K run/walk, honoring
Robert Brady. Robert had a passion for running, health
and wellness; and equal to that passion was his love for
giving back to the community.
Farmers Insurance dedicates this annual race to
his memory.

RACE DETAILS

5K

Saturday, September 24, 2016
6 p.m. – Sign-in and registration
7 p.m. – Run/walk starts
Farmers Insurance
7340 W. Memorial Road
Oklahoma City, OK 73142

Register now at signmeup.com
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Landrunner Calendar of Events

Date

Event

Location/Time

08/15 Club Meeting – Higher Ground Running

Kimray, 8 NW 42nd St @ 6:30pm

08/20 Wet & Wild 5K

Stars & Stripes Park @ 10:30am

08/27 Moore War Run

Moore HS @ 7:30am

08/27 Run for the Next Generation 5K

Norman, OK @ 8:00am

08/27 Run on Grass 5K

Carl Albert HS @ 8:00am

08/27 Spirit Sprint 5K

Chisholm Trail Park Yukon @ 8:00am

08/27 Caleb’s Cause 5K*$

Lake Hefner East Wharf @ 9:00am

09/03 Brookhaven 5K Run*

Norman, OK @ 7:50am

09/10 Recall Run 5K

Pauls Valley @ 9:30am

09/18 Santa Fe Thunder 13.1*, 5K*$

Santa Fe, NM @ 8:00am

09/18 Heels for Hope 5K*$

Wiley Post Park @ 2:00pm

09/24 Faith, Family, Friends 10K*, 5K*

Mitch Park, Edmond @ 9:00am

09/24 Robert Brady Memorial 5K

7340 W Memorial Rd @ 7:00pm

10/01 Down Syndrome Festival & 5K

Chickasaw Ballpark @ 8:00am

10/01 Run with the Bulls 5K*

Stockyard City @ 8:00am

10/02 Spirit of Survival* & Bus Trip

Lawton, OK @ 7:30am

* Denotes Series Races
$ Club members discount codes are listed on the Members only section @ okcrunning.org

Landrunners In Action

6/4 Sandhills Marathon, NE
Matthew McBee
Debbie McBee

5:04:58
3:48:51 - half

6/18 Seattle RocknRoll Marathon, WA
Brian Francis

4:06:05

6/25 Run 4 Troops Marathon, IA
Amy Krokstrom
Karl Krokstrom
Nels Bentson

4:38:16
4:38:16
7:24:36

7/16 University of Okoboji Marathon, IA
Katie Kramer Ochoa

3:21:59 – 1st Female

Click the link on www.okcrunning.org/newsletter
page to submit out of state results. Send photos and
stories to news@okcrunning.org
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Follow The Leader? Nah, Just Follow These
Social Media Accounts
By Jenni Carlson

Runners are a tech-savvy bunch. We have our gadgets.
We have our gizmos.
But what about our follows?
Social media is full of inspiration and information for
runners. The great accounts to follow on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram are as plentiful as goodies after a Landrunner
training run. Still, you have to know where to find them.
If you’re looking for Olympians, and who isn’t
nowadays, start with Bernard Lagat. The American
distance runner electrified the sports world when he won
the 5,000 meters at the U.S. Olympic trials. He made his
fifth Olympic team at the age of 41. He will be the oldest
American to ever run in the Olympics.
But when he’s not defying all odds, he often posts
inspiring quotes or cute pictures of family on his Twitter
account, @Lagat1500.
Other Olympic follows:
Lagat’s buddy and fellow American runner Meb
Keflezighi is headed to Rio, too. The marathoner recently
shared some pictures from a bike ride on his Twitter account
(@runmeb). Among the sites seen? A bear.
British distance runner Mo Farah shares everything
from training to family on his Instagram account
(gomofarah).
American middle runner Brenda Martinez won hearts
after she qualified for the Olympics in the 1,500 meters in a
photo finish. Her triumph came only a day after she tripped
and just missed making the U.S. team in the 800 meters.
Her Twitter account (@bmartrun) shares inspirational
quotes as well as training plans.
Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt is as outrageous on social
media as in real life. His Instagram account (usainbolt)
shows everything from his medals to his watches to his seat
inside private planes. There are plenty of weight and track
workout videos, too.
If you’re looking for information about different ways
to do what you do, Anton Krupicka is a good place to
start. He’s an American ultrarunner with a minimalist
approach. Doesn’t fuel much. Doesn’t wear much either.
His Facebook page (Anton-Krupicka) has lots of cool
photos, plus info about gear (or lack thereof), training and
philosophy.
Scott Jurek is another ultrarunner who does running
differently. He experiments with vegan recipes, then shares
them. His Facebook page (ScottJurek) had a picture of
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some cinnamon rolls a couple months ago that looked
delish. Even better? A link to the recipe was included.
If you’re looking for some humor, start with The
Oatmeal’s Twitter feed (@Oatmeal). Creator and cartoonist
Matthew Inman is known for off-the-wall illustrations of
all kinds, but he’s a runner, so running is often a topic. He’s
even created a little running monster, if you will, called
The Blerch.
The Oatmeal not your taste?
Try Alexi Pappas. She is an up-and-coming elite
runner, but she’s also a poet, actress and filmmaker. She
has a Twitter account (@AlexiPappas) and so does her hair
bun (@AlexiPappasBun).
Lastly, don’t forget about follows in the local
running community such as the Oklahoma City
Memorial Marathon (@OKCMarathon), Dirty 30 (@
Dirty30Race) Red Coyote (@Red_Coyote), OK Runner
(@MyOKRunner) and, of course, the Landrunners (@
Landrunners).
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The Maffetone Method – Heart Rate Training
By Maurice Lee III

Chances are if you’ve heard about the Maffetone Method,
but haven’t read about it, then you think it’s all about heart
training. I’d like to first discuss what I think people perceive as
the Maffetone Method.
First, who is this Maffetone guy? Phil Maffetone holds a
bachelor’s degree in human biology and a PhD in chiropractic
medicine. He has written many books and in his words
approaches fitness with a holistic view. I’ve heard him many
times on different podcasts, and while his methods are generally
accepted as sound, not everyone agrees with them.
What he is probably best known for is the “MAF”
(maximum aerobic function) Method. This is generally thought
of as his heart rate training formula. He says take 180 and
subtract your age. If you are 40, then you would come up with
140. This is your maximum training heart rate. Dr. Maffetone
knows, just as most of you do, that this is an arbitrary number
but says that his research shows that it is a good estimate.
Before I continue with that, let me give another definition aerobic threshold. The aerobic threshold is the level of effort at
which anaerobic energy pathways start to be a significant part
of energy production. Runners want to increase their aerobic
threshold because this will enable them to run faster for longer
before they tip into anaerobic metabolism which cannot be
sustained for as long. Now the importance of this is that when
we cross our aerobic threshold, we begin to burn mostly sugar,
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or glycogen, and we have a limited supply, about three hours
worth at marathon pace. Again, this is a generalization as no
two people are the same. But when we run out of glycogen we
have to burn fat and fat is not as easily “burned” as sugar. This
is one version of “hitting the wall.”
Back to the “MAF Method”. According to Dr. Maffetone,
short of going to a lab and definitively finding your aerobic
threshold, his formula is the cheapest and quickest way to
estimate it. If you run at the MAF derived heart rate, you will
stay aerobic and thus train the body to more efficiently burn fat.
At the beginning of MAF training, you should do a test.
This test consists of warming up for a few miles, no less than
two, keeping your heart rate below MAF. Then on as level a
surface as you can find, run a one mile test keeping your heart
rate just below MAF and record your pace. You should then
train exclusively at or below your MAF for six weeks and then
run another mile test. If the training is working, you should be
able to run the mile at a faster pace at the same heart rate. For
example, if during your first test you ran the mile at an 11:00
pace, after six weeks of MAF training you should be faster at
the same heart rate. Note that you may have to walk some to
keep your heart rate below MAF.
I plan to write a follow up to this in the near future, but one
more thing is that there is a point in which your training will
shift to another method.
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NOT PLAYING BY THE RULES: More On Heat
By Tom Coniglione, MD
This month we were supposed to write about
something other than hot weather running; that’s
what the Newsletter Editor said. Some of us can read
the rules but I just can’t get over how difficult it has
been to run this summer.
So, despite the directions from the Editor,
here is one final thought on heat. That thought is
acclimation.
The longer version of the story…….To monitor
heat stress, the wet bulb globe temperature (WBGT)
is used. The WBGT takes into consideration the
temperature, humidity, wind speed and the heat
gained from the sun. For the OKC Memorial
Marathon, WBGT is measured by a cool portable
gadget; the Tinker Air Force Base staff does it all
very quietly and efficiently.
WBGT is an internationally recognized standard
to measure heat stress. All portions of the military use
WBGT to monitor the heat stress placed on recruits.
International events use it as well.
For the OKC Memorial Marathon, we monitor
heat stress by measuring WBGT; look in some of the
descriptive material we sent you for more information
on WBGT. We inform OKCMM participants of
the physical stress imposed by the weather with a
sophisticated color-coded flag warning system.
These past couple of months when we start
running at 6 AM, we do not have access to a WBGT
reading to know the heat stress to which we are
exposing ourselves.
There are some tables that incorporate temperature
and humidity into a rough estimate of heat stress.
These tables are not as accurate as the WBGT as the
tables cannot consider heat gained from the sun or
wind. Here is one such table:

What is obvious is that every day you have
run for the past (too long) months, the heat stress
imposed by the temperature and humidity has been
“moderate” or even “high.” (Every run I have had
for the past two months have started about 72 – 77
degrees and humidity at more than 80%).
Despite the hot and humid conditions, we know
of no runner who has suffered a serious heat injury
this season. Yes, we have all struggled but there have
been no serious heat injuries.
Further, a couple of years ago at the Redman
triathlon, the athletes started their run with the
temperature in the range of 85 – 92 degrees. Everyone
struggled but no athlete had a serious heat injury. We
served the best flavored IV fluids we could find – lots
and lots of IVs.
All the Redman athletes struggled. Many were
severely dehydrated. Why did no Redman athlete
have (heat stroke) serious heat injuries?
Before proceeding, a brief disclaimer. In the
estimation of many of the medical personnel, the
Redman athletes were seriously ill – even without
heat stroke, many were borderline unconscious. Not
to be cavalier but to be factual: if the sick athlete can
make it to the medical staff, he will be OK. Yes, the
medical staff will all worry, perspire with anxiety
and hover like drones. In the end, every athlete went
home.
Why do we not have serious heat injuries despite
the (terrible) temperatures and humidity this summer?
Why do runners and triathletes survive despite the
conditions predictive of the high potential for heat
stress?
The answer in one word – acclimation.
As we (progressively) exercise in the environment,
our bodies learn how to adjust to the stresses imposed
by the environment: we ACCLIMATE.
Canadians run marathons at subzero temperatures;
they have acclimated to the cold. We can run in the
heat AFTER we acclimate to the hot environment.
One final thought about endurance athletic events
and heat. Many runners have heard me say the spring
marathons may become relics: they may disappear.
See Heat, on page 12
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Heat, continued
ALL marathon and half marathon serious injuries
(deaths) have happened in the spring races. There are
too many to list here.
Having followed these events and participated
in some post-death investigations, there is no doubt;
the deaths were caused by the lack of acclimation
which led to a serious heat injury. Stated differently,
the athlete was running in an environment to which
his body had not had time to adjust: acclimate.
The Newsletter Editor may discard this article
because I did not follow the rules. If they permit this
article to be printed, you read it and you (please)
follow the rules.
1. Run in the coolest part of the day: good luck
with that!
2. Wear light colored, “quick dry” clothes.
3. A few minutes before you start running, “tank
up” on water.

4. Know the rate at which you lose sweat. Try to
replace your sweat losses while you are running.
5. Drinking earlier in the run is better than
drinking later in the run.
6. Run in a shade-covered neighborhood.
7. Finish your run into the wind.
8. Drink until your urine is light colored.
“It’s hard to understand in the beginning that
the whole idea is not to beat other runners. It is the
competition with that inner voice that makes you
want to quit.”
“Runners are a different breed. We take pride in
blisters, bruised toenails and chafed skin. We become
experts in gels and hydration strategies. For many of
us, running is a refuge from every day stress. We run
to live and live to run.”

Podcast Update
By Maurice Lee III

This past month had some very interesting
podcasts. From the SR-71, to pranks our body plays
on us, to confessions of a pothole politician.
I know there are several pilots among us, and
one of the most interesting podcasts I listened to this
month was from Stem Talk. In Episode 15, Brian
Shul talks about piloting the SR-71 Blackbird spy
plane. I’ve always been fascinated by the SR-71 and
while this is one of the most unique planes ever built,
the story is about much more than the airplane. It’s
about this pilot’s story of being on the brink of death
after being shot down in Vietnam, to becoming the
pilot of this remarkable aircraft, and what the SR-71
meant to the security of the United States.
From Only Human, “The Prank Your Body
Plays On Life”, the story of Max Ritvo and his battle
with cancer. This episode is both informative and
emotional. But emotional in an “enjoy life” way that
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doesn’t make you feel sorry for the person, but to
understand a different perspective. There’s a Tom
Waits connection for the few that might know who
that is.
From Freakonomics Radio – “Confessions of a
Pothole Politician” is an interview with the Mayor of
Los Angeles, Eric Garcetti. Mayor Garcetti certainly
knows his history of Los Angeles and many other
cities. He’s a Rhodes Scholar and studied for his PhD
at the London School of Economics, which I suppose
explains his knowledge of London history as well.
Endurance Planet has an episode discussing
the benefits of being a fat adapted athlete with
ultrarunners Paul Terranova, Travis Macy and Peter
Defty. I think you’d need to know something about
this subject to find this of value.
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5K RUN
OR WALK
7:30 am, Saturday
Start: Moore High School
$30 Early Registration

(Register by Aug. 10 to guarantee shirt size)

8

$15 Students
$35 Race Day

www.moorewarrun.com

Proceeds Benefit
Moore and Westmoore Alumni Associations
and Southmoore Scholarship Fund
Packet Pickup, Pasta & School Spirit Expo
5:30-8:00 pm, Friday
August 26, 2016
Pasta Party Tickets - $6
Westmoore High School
Registration & Information: www.MooreWarRun.com
405.202.1708 • #MooreWarRun
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Running With Team Stephen
By Erik Heine

When Stephen and I ran the Oklahoma City Memorial Half
Marathon together about three months ago, we heard several
comments directed towards us. Many of them were positive––
things like, “Way to go, Dad,” and “Go Green Lantern.” I did
hear a couple of observers laugh at Stephen for clapping when
he heard and saw other people clapping, which, of course, made
me angry. But the most common comment that I heard while
running came from other runners: “I don’t know how you do
it.” This is a statement that, as the parent of a disabled child, I
hear on a weekly basis. I’m not sure if I’ll ever be able to truly
unpack what it means.
It could mean that the person is truly awestruck with the
fact that I’m pushing over 100 pounds of boy and chair, up hills,
for miles at a time. The speaker might be amazed that not only
am I doing it, but that I’m pushing someone else. I understand
how this is meant to be a compliment, and in the midst of the
race, it is accepted as one. Organizations exist for people to push
those that are disabled in races. The Landrunners’ “Oh What a
Ride” program is one example. Ainsley’s Angels is another. To
find out “how I do it,” you can step up and volunteer to push
someone and give them the gift of running.

It could mean that the person doesn’t understand how I can
partition my time so effectively. As a college professor, I teach,
do classroom preparations, grade work, serve on committees,
perform research in my area, and perform administrative duties.
I write scholarly articles and have written a scholarly book. It’s
a job; most adults have one. I organize my life and time so that
I can still run, and run at a high level, making time to run with
my son. Most people could organize their time effectively; I am
no different from anyone else.
However, it could also mean, “I don’t know how you can
love your disabled child.” This is what I hear most often when
someone says, “I don’t know how you do it.” Here’s how I do
it: I listen to Stephen. I watch him. I play with him. I learn about
the things he enjoys. When I learned that he loved to run, I
made it a necessary part of my life and my routine, just like the
parent of a typical child. Now he has a hard time falling asleep
on Friday night because he’s so excited about our Saturday
morning run.
I run. I love my family. I love my children. If I don’t feel
like running on Saturday morning, I’d better get over it because
there’s a boy who is expecting his father to take him running.
What I do is nothing extraordinary, and that’s how I do it.

Running toward Dreams: Words from the Olympic Greats
By Melissa Brevetti, Ph.D.

I don’t know about you, but I have been glued to the
Olympic Trials. Watching and learning about extraordinary
runners can inspire us all. Their stories are real, the challenges
are real, and the feats are real. With the Olympic Games just
around the corner, I’d like to share some words from past and
present Olympic greats.
“A single run can take you many places.”
-Galen Rupp
“The beauty of running is its simplicity; the beauty of
runners is that we all have a similar drive to improve. We are
either trying to run a personal best, or toeing the line for the first
time, which will snowball into a future of trying to run personal
bests. We road racers are a tight community of mileage-happy,
limit-pushing athletes.”
-Deena Kastor
“Somebody may beat me, but they are going to have to
bleed to do it.”
-Steve “Pre” Prefontaine
“You run that much with someone [Flanagan] and you
work so hard with that person and you see them working hard
day in and day out. You become just as invested in them as you
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do yourself. We’re going to get out there and we’re going to
work together as much as possible, and honestly just having her
there will be a little bit of a comfort.”
-Amy Cragg
“It’s all about your happiness. The rewards are going to
come, but my happiness is just loving the sport and having fun
performing.”
-Jackie Joyner-Kersee
“Like the marathon, life can sometimes be difficult,
challenging and present obstacles, however if you believe in
your dreams and never ever give up, things will turn out for
the best.”
-Meb Keflezighi
“Every runner has a little crazy in ‘em. It’s a good thing.”
-Andrew Wheating
“We all have dreams. But in order to make dreams come
into reality, it takes an awful lot of determination, dedication,
self-discipline, and effort.”
-Jesse Owens
Dream BIG! Enjoy the 2016 Rio Olympic Games!
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PRICE
INCREASE

SEPTEMBER 5

HALF MARATHON / QUARTER MARATHON / 5K / KIDS / SPIRIT WALK
USATF CERTIFIED

FAMILY EVENTS

Half Marathon

Kids Marathon

13.1 miles

Quarter
Marathon
6.55 miles

5K

25 miles before Race Day
and 1.2 miles on Race Day

Leah M. Fitch
Spirit Walk
One mile

3.1 miles

VOTED
OUTSTANDING
OKLAHOMA EVENT

All proceeds will be used to fund cancer research
and clinical trials being conducted at the Cancer
Centers of Southwest Oklahoma.

HOPE

. COURAGE . CURE

www.spiritofsurvival.com

•2016•
by the Oklahoma Travel
Industry Association
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Running Oklahoma: Overcoming ‘Can’t’
By Matthew Wilcoxen, Published on NewsOK: July 8, 2016

Remember that feeling you had as a kid when you
finally did something that had terrified you for so long?

Over time, I got to know one of these faster runners
and he invited me to run with them one Saturday morning.

For me, it was finally jumping off the high dive at our
local pool. I was drawn to the high dive because I saw so
many of my friends jumping off of it and they seemed so
cool for doing it. I was in those in-between years where I
still had some childhood fears, but was exploring the wild
world around me pushing my limits to find my place.

I remember it was a 14-mile run from Lake Hefner
over to Lake Overholser and back. I was so scared, but I
had this desire to run with this group. Much like the high
dive back in my childhood, I didn’t think I could do it, but
something inside of me desperately wanted to do it!

I had climbed that ladder to the high dive a couple
times and had chickened-out and retreated back down
the ladder to my horrible humiliation. Finally, one hot
summer day, I got up the courage and climbed that ladder
and jumped off. I don’t remember being scared so much
as feeling nothing. I was in a zone and wouldn’t allow
myself to think about it I guess.
I think saying we “overcome” our fears isn’t as
accurate as saying we put them aside. Our fears are pretty
persistent things. They take a bit of time to actually go
away even after we’ve tackled the fearful thing. In that
time between, we haven’t overcome anything, we still
have the fear, but we do the thing anyway. I find that is
one of the amazing aspects of being human. We are not
a purely deterministic system. We are not bound by ifthen logic; our outcome can be different each time we
do something even if the input conditions are exactly the
same.
In running, it’s not so much fear that holds us back as
it is a feeling of unpreparedness or inadequacy. We look
at a distance, or a pace, or a particular race, and say we
can’t possibly do that.
When I first started running marathons, I found I
could run at a particular pace fairly comfortably, so that’s
the pace at which I trained and raced. I did it for so long
that it became natural for me to say that’s my pace. I had a
group of friends that ran that pace, and we would naturally
find each other out on our runs. I always noticed the faster
groups, though, and envied them for being able to run,
what I considered to be, a fast pace for so long. They
could knock out mile after mile at this crazy pace and it
seemed so natural to them. I began to believe that I just
wasn’t built that way, they had different body types, they
had different leg muscles, whatever, they had something
different than I had and I could only watch them and never
possibly run with them.
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I showed up for that run with a lot of trepidation, and
when we started I panicked a little. The pace they were
running was so fast! It was uncomfortable to me and I
was so worried that I wouldn’t/couldn’t make it the entire
distance.
The group was chatting and having fun and I was
barely hanging on, breathing so hard I thought my heart
would leap out of my chest. I tried to put in a word every
now and then, but eventually gave up trying to talk and
concentrated on keeping the pace.
I’d like to say I eventually got comfortable and had a
glorious transformation, but that didn’t happen. That run
sucked! It was uncomfortable the entire way, and I only
made it home through sheer determination. I was sore for
weeks after that run. But when he invited me to run with
them again, I said yes without thinking about it.
I was still anxious about it, but I did it. Then I did it
again, then again, and so on. Eventually, I was running
with this group week after week and had dropped all
my race times to a point I never would have dreamed of
running before I found this group.
So, it turned out I had it in me, whatever it was, I had
it all the time. These runners weren’t different from me
physically, I had what they had! I just had to get rid of that
word CAN’T. I could do this.
That word, “can’t,” comes up and it kills the thought
as fast as it came. Can’t is a killer word. It kills dreams, it
kills hope, most of all it kills that uniquely human ability
to overcome barriers and change the outcome that we
think is inevitable to one that is wonderful and new.
Overcoming “can’t” is addicting and freeing. Get out
there and try it. I bet you’ll surprise yourself with what
has been inside you all along.
Thanks for listening.

Spirit Sprint 5K
ou’ll support Spirit League!

When:

Saturday

Date:

August 27

Time:

8:00 a.m.

Where:

Chisholm Trail Park

Ages:

All Ages

Cost:

$25 until August 12
$30 until August 26
$40 Day of Race

Instructor:

Tim Rhodes

5K race supporting Spirit League activities
for special needs participants.
cityofyukonokgov

@cityofyukonok

@cityofyukonokgov

www.cityofyukonok.gov

8/20/16
Stars & Stripes Park

and Fun Run

(all proceeds beneﬁt the OKC Dream Center www.dcokc.org)

Cost:

$30 until August 18 / $35 on race day
First 100 racers to register will get a free tshirt!!!

Post-Party

A fun atmosphere and post-race party make this an event for
anyone!
Wet & Wild 5K
Stars & Stripes Park
3701 S Lake Hefner Dr
Oklahoma City, OK 73116
Sign up online at www.wetandwild5kokc.com

Run on Grass
in a Cross Country style race !

August 27

TH

"Carl Albert XC Open" - - - starts at 8:00am
Carl Albert High School Cross Country Fund-raiser
your entry fee supports Carl Albert HS running programs
--- encouraging students of all ages to enjoy a healthy lifestyle ---

Adults: $20
(entry fee includes a T-shirt)
Register at:

www.runenduro.com
Sponsored by the ENDURO Sports Network™
. . . local, affordable activities that support student, family & community health™

August 2016

Join or Renew
Online Today!
Check your mailing label for your renewal date.
Join or renew your subscription online at www.okcrunning.org or:
$20

Fall Marathon & Half Marathon Training
Every weekend starting
July 30, 2016
August Club Meeting
Higher Ground Running
August 15 @ 6:30pm
Spirit of Survival Bus Trip
October 2, 2016
only $20 R/T
Check the club’s website or Facebook page for more details.

